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Abstract: The use of resin-based dental composites is multiplying through the years due to the
increased demand for tooth-colored restorations. The choice of monomers strongly determines
the viscosity, reactivity, mechanical property, water sorption and polymerization shrinkage of the
composite material. It is desirable for all monomers to be converted into polymers (Degree of
Conversion), but this does not occur clinically, resulting in a poor prognosis for restorations as well as
an increase in systemic health risks. The release of monomers occurs due to erosion and degradation,
as well as the release of leachable species from the restoration. The potential toxicity of free monomers
to dental pulp cells is concerning. Free monomers are not only allergens but also have reported
cytotoxic and genotoxic effects. Various methods and practices have thus been employed to counter
the ill effects of free monomer release from dental composite restorations for better safety and healthy
oral cavities.

Keywords: free monomers; composite resins; conversion of monomers; monomer elution

1. Introduction

Due to the increased demand for tooth-colored restorations, the use of resin-based
dental composites has grown significantly. Despite their popularity, these composites have
an annual failure rate of up to 3–11%, leading to increased patient visits, higher treatment
costs and complications from repeated procedures [1]. Their limited service life is attributed
to dimensional changes during polymerization and poor abrasion resistance.

The choice of monomers relates to the properties of dental composites, including
viscosity, reactivity and polymerization shrinkage. Incomplete monomer conversion can
lead to restoration degradation, biocompatibility issues and systemic health risks [2].

This review aims to shed light on the release of free monomers from composite resin
restorations, a suspected cause behind their high failure rate. Specifically, we seek to

1. Understand the primary mechanisms leading to free monomer release in dental
composites.

2. Assess the impact of this monomer release on the overall longevity and reliability of
the dental restorations.

3. Explore the potential health risks associated with the release of these monomers and
how to overcome them.
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There is a gap between in vitro studies and clinical evaluations regarding the adverse
effects of monomer release [3]. Through this review, we hope to bridge this gap, providing
a comprehensive understanding of this rising concern in dental practice.

2. Methodology

Search strategy: A comprehensive literature search was conducted using databases
such as PubMed, Scopus and Google Scholar. The keywords used for the search included
“monomer release”, “dental composites”, “resin restorations”, “polymerization kinetics”
and “monomer elution”.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria: The articles were selected based on their relevance to
the topic of monomer release in dental composites. Studies that focused on other aspects of
dental composites or were not in English were excluded.

Data extraction: relevant data, including types of monomers, polymerization methods,
factors affecting monomer release and methods for assessing monomer elution, were
extracted from the selected articles.

Data synthesis: The extracted data were synthesized to provide a comprehensive
overview of the current understanding of monomer release in dental composites. This
synthesis informs the sections of this review article.

3. Types of Monomers Commonly Employed in Dental Composite Resins

Bis-GMA: the primary monomer in dental composites known for its adhesive proper-
ties and high molecular weight, though it is viscous [4].

TEGDMA: paired with Bis-GMA to reduce viscosity, it is lighter and used in dental
sealants [5].

UDMA: an alternative to Bis-GMA, it is less viscous and preferred for posterior
restorations [6].

Bis-EMA: noted for reduced shrinkage and water absorption due to the absence of
hydroxyl groups [7]. Figure 1 [8] shows the structural components of each monomer.
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4. Polymerization Kinetics

Polymerization kinetics, the rate and sequence of monomer-to-polymer reactions, is
vital in dental composites due to its influence on mechanical properties, the conversion
degree and potential monomer release. Polymerization in dental composites begins when
methacrylate monomers release free radicals upon exposure to external energy sources
like heat or light. These radicals then bond with other monomers, forming a crosslinked
polymer structure. Composite resins can be activated chemically or by light. Figure 2 [9]
depicts the process of chemical polymerization and Figure 3 [9] shows the process of
light polymerization.
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5. Degree of Monomer Conversion (DC)

Residual monomers, the unreacted components in dental composites, remain despite
the desired complete conversion of monomers to polymers. The DC indicates this conver-
sion, with the ratio of carbon double bonds to single bonds revealing unreacted monomers.
Typical conversion rates range between 35% and 77% [10]. Factors influencing the DC in-
clude monomer chemistry, concentration, initiator composition, polymerization conditions
and filler effects. The optimal DC is crucial for ensuring the mechanical and color stability
of composites [11].

6. Elution of Monomers

The elution of monomers from dental resin composites can arise from incomplete
monomer conversions, polymerization conditions and composite degradation. Such elu-
tion can elevate systematic health risks, and while the DC influences composite mechan-
ics, it does not directly predict monomer elution [2]. Composite resins can release over
30 chemicals, including residual monomers, initiators and impurities [12]. The polymer
network’s structure can influence this monomer release. While the exact elution duration
remains uncertain, some studies suggest a 1–7-day period for the complete elution of
unreacted monomers [13].

Polydorou et al. [14] studied monomer elution in hybrid and flowable composites
over varying polymerization and storage times. They found that BisGMA consistently
released more than TEGDMA for up to 28 days, and hybrid resins released more monomers
than flowable composites. The monomer elution from bulk fill composites is comparable
to that of conventional materials [15]. Bleaching agents might cause filler loss in dental
composites, affecting surface properties. A study confirmed increased monomer release
post-bleaching, possibly due to damage from carbamide peroxide and hydrogen perox-
ide [16]. However, TEGDMA and BISGMA, being long-chain molecules, might resist
oxidative decomposition, reducing monomer release. The evidence of monomer elution
post-bleaching remains mixed.

6.1. Adverse Effects and Health Risks of Monomer Elution

Unreacted monomers and leachable species from dental composites pose potential
biological risks. These free monomers can diffuse into the oral environment and may come
into contact with soft tissues, leading to
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• Local effects: monomers can irritate oral tissues, causing symptoms like burning,
redness and ulcerations and may induce inflammation in gums [5,17].

• Systemic effects: monomers, once absorbed, present potential systemic threats, includ-
ing cytotoxicity and endocrine disruption, though real-world implications are still
under study [7].

• Allergic reactions: some individuals may exhibit allergic reactions to specific monomers,
such as dermatitis or respiratory issues [12].

6.2. Methods to Determine Residual Monomer Elution

Various methods assess the type and amount of residual monomers eluted from dental
composites, which is crucial for understanding their biological effects:

• High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) is a primary quantitative method
for separating and quantifying monomers [4].

• Gas Chromatography (GC), another quantitative method, is apt for volatile monomers [17].
• Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) identifies the chemical structures of

eluted monomers [7].
• Nuclear Magnetic Resonance offers detailed molecular insights and quantification [12].
• Direct Contact Tests gauge the biological impact by observing cytotoxic effects on cell

cultures [5].

7. Impact of Filler Loading on Free Monomer Release from Composites

Micro/nanosized fillers in the composite matrix optimize polymerization, reducing
free monomer release and enhancing physio-chemical and mechanical properties. The filler
type, content, size and refractive index influence polymerization due to light transmission
effects, with filler loading directly correlating to monomer elution [18]. The addition of high-
refractive-index materials, like HA-ZrO2 and BaO, boosts polymerization and monomer
conversion. Thus, matching the refractive indices of fillers and the organic matrix is crucial
for the optimal depth of cure. The filler size affects light scattering during polymerization,
impacting cure depth [19]. For instance, 250–500 nm spherical silica fillers had a lower DC
compared to those with diameters between 100 and 1000 nm [20]. Despite agglomeration
in nanoparticles, smaller fillers resulted in a decreased DC.

8. Effect of Monomer Elution on the Mechanical Properties of Composites

In direct restorations, monomers create a dense structure, resisting staining. However,
unreacted monomers can weaken a material’s mechanical properties [21].

A higher DC leads to improved composite properties, including:

• Strength and durability: a higher DC results in a denser polymer network, boosting
mechanical strength and wear resistance [6].

• Reduction in polymerization shrinkage: an increased conversion minimizes unreacted
monomers, reducing polymerization shrinkage and enhancing marginal adaptation [22].

• Decreased solubility and water absorption: well-converted composites resist water
absorption and degradation, ensuring durability [23].

• Improved aesthetics: a higher DC also improves composite aesthetics, enhancing color
stability and translucency [19].

9. Effect of Curing on the Free Monomer Release

Incomplete conversion arises from vitrification, gelation and steric isolation. These
factors reduce the diffusion rate in the organic matrix, obstructing the polymer network
and affecting polymerization. The irradiation time and light intensity crucially impact
polymerization and the DC. Shortening polymerization from 40 to 20 s increases the number
of unbound monomers, while extending the irradiation time by 20 s reduces the number of
residual monomers [13,24]. Maintaining close proximity between the light source and resin
material is essential due to the direct proportionality of light intensity to distance [25].
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10. Effect of Photoinitiators and Light Source

Out of the wide array of options, there is often a dilemma in making a choice of curing
units. The options range from conventional units to tungsten halogen and plasma arc curing
units. For optimal curing, an adequate amount of light intensity at the right wavelength
must fall on all the parts of the restorative material. The intrinsic factors affecting the DC
are the structure of the resin monomer as well as the concentration of photoinitiators, while
the extrinsic factors include the distance of the source of light from the restorative material
and the properties of the curing light [26]. Halogen lamps emit a broad wavelength range,
while LEDs have a narrower 440–490 nm range, making LEDs more efficient. However,
their efficacy is mainly effective for composites using camphorquinone as initiators. Plasma
arc units, despite their high light intensity, are debated due to issues like heat generation
and increased polymerization shrinkage.

11. Post-Cure Heating of Composites

The post-cure heating of composites, a popular restorative technique, involves the
immediate heat treatment of light-cured composite inlays. This method not only enhances the
material’s cure but also improves its properties [27]. It has been observed to increase the cure,
reducing the amount of unreacted monomer compared to solely light-cured restorations.

12. Free Monomer Release Due to Long-Term Degradation and Erosion of Composites

Composites undergo chemical degradation through enzymatic catalysis and hydroly-
sis. Esterases from saliva and other enzymes interact with composites, leading to degrada-
tion [28]. Salivary water can penetrate the polymerized network, causing the diffusion of
uncured monomers. Intraoral composite biodegradation can arise from masticatory forces,
especially with pre-existing material voids and stresses. Eating- and drinking-induced
thermal changes, differences in CTE and oral microbes further contribute to composite
degradation [29].

13. Chromatic Instability Due to Free Monomer Release

Monomer elution from composites can lead to discoloration due to the oxidation of
residual double bonds [30]. The oxygen inhibition layer, which hinders the final composite
layer’s curing, plays a significant role in this chromatic instability [31]. Using mylar strips
and glycerine before light curing can mitigate this effect.

14. Secondary Caries as a Result of Free Monomer Release

Free monomers serve as substrates for cariogenic bacteria, leading to secondary caries,
especially when combined with polymerization shrinkage. Bacteria like Lactobacillus
acidophilus and Streptococcus Sorbitans proliferate due to monomers like EGDMA and
TEGDMA. Modern adhesive technologies form a hybrid layer with an interface of under
1 micrometer. Yet, microorganisms like Lactobacillus, being only 0.1 micrometer in size,
can penetrate gaps from polymerization shrinkage [32]. Using monomers with minimized
polymerization shrinkage can enhance a material’s longevity, reducing the risks of fractures
and secondary caries.

15. Effect on Dental Pulp

Dental composites’ widespread use raises concerns about free monomers’ toxicity
to dental pulp cells (DPCs). Even without direct pulp contact, these monomers interact
with dental composites, diffusing through dentin and altering DPC physiology [33]. High
concentrations of unpolymerized monomers, especially TEGDMA and HEMA, can disrupt
DPC differentiation and essential mineralization processes [34]. While bacterial contamina-
tion was once blamed, recent studies point to eluted monomers, though the extent of their
adverse effects remains debated.
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16. Allergic Reactions to Residual Monomers

A four-year study in Norway found that 8% of patients had allergic reactions to
resin-based materials out of 296 patients, primarily manifesting as skin and mucosal
reactions [35]. Adverse reactions to methacrylate-based resins include dermatoses, fingertip
paraesthesia and allergic pharyngitis [36]. TEGDMA inhibits oral epithelial cell growth,
induces mitochondrial damage and is 2–5 times more cytotoxic than HEMA to pulmonary
cells [37].

Molecular studies explore how dental composite monomers impact cellular health,
particularly by inducing apoptosis in gingival and pulp cells. Apoptosis, a regulated
process vital for tissue balance, can be disrupted by unreacted monomers. Monomers like
BisGMA and TEGDMA trigger apoptosis in specific cells via the mitochondrial pathway.
This leads to caspase activation and increased reactive oxygen species (ROS) production,
damaging DNA, proteins and lipids [38]. Recognizing these mechanisms is essential to
understanding dental composite effects and the need to reduce monomer release.

17. Genotoxic Effects

TEGDMA induces the deletion of significant DNA sequences in mammalian cells [39].
Using the Commet Assay, TEGDMA, UDMA and Bis-GMA monomers showed minor DNA
migration enhancement, indicating potential genotoxicity [40]. There is also emerging
evidence of tumor activity in human salivary glands [41].

18. Estrogenic Effects

In vitro studies indicate that bisphenol A dimethacrylate (BPA-DMA), when cleaved,
forms BPA, causing estrogenic reactions. In vivo experiments on mice link BPA to repro-
ductive system issues [42]. Yet, a human study found no BPA in blood or saliva 24 h
post-exposure.

19. Methods to Counteract Free Monomer Content

Research has explored newer monomers to address the limitations of traditional ones.
Alternatives to conventional TEGDMA, like Acet-GDMA, ISETMDA and PPGDMA, have
shown similar viscosities but with less shrinkage and cytotoxicity. Efforts have also iden-
tified BisGMA alternatives to reduce bisphenol A exposure due to its cytotoxic effects.
Biobased monomers derived from isosorbide showed reduced in vitro cytotoxicity [43].
Bis-GMA-analogous monomers, with hydroxyl-to-ester substitutions, achieved a higher
monomer conversion due to increased hydrophobicity, reducing water solubility. New
vinyl monomers, TEG-DVBE and Phene, outperformed methacrylate-based dental com-
posites in terms of strength, shrinkage and the DC, extending the material lifespan [44].
Click chemistry introduced thiol-ene, thiol-michael and thio-urethane reactions to dental
resins [45]. These offer rapid photopolymerization, fewer unreacted groups, minimal
oxygen inhibition, delayed vitrification and a more uniform polymer network [46].

Ring-opening monomers, such as spiro orthocarbonates, vinylcyclopropanes, epoxies
and siloranes, reduce volumetric and polymerization stress in dental composites due to
their unique double ring-opening polymerization [47].

19.1. Implications of Advanced Strategies in Dental Composites

• Altered curing protocols: Stepped or ramped curing enhances the cure depth and
conversion but demands more practitioner time and precision. Incorrect curing can
lead to post-operative issues [48].

• Optimized polymerization: using varied light wavelengths improves monomer con-
version but may require specialized equipment, impacting finances.

• Alternate monomers: While promising higher reactivity, alternative monomers need
extensive study for biocompatibility, aesthetics and material interaction. They may
also alter handling properties.
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19.2. Recent Advancements to Reduce the Monomer Release

• Optimized curing: stepped curing protocols increase the cure depth and conver-
sion [48].

• Nanofiller tech: using nanofillers enhances conversion [49].
• Photoinitiators: advanced systems bolster polymerization and reduce elution [50].
• Additives: thio-urethanes fortify the polymer, improving conversion and minimizing

leaching [46].

19.3. Potential Risks of Altered Curing and Alternate Monomers

Advancements in curing protocols and alternate monomers, while promising, come
with potential challenges:

Altered curing protocols:

• Over-curing: This may cause overheating, leading to pulpal damage or sensitivity [51].
• Under-curing: This can result in reduced mechanical properties and increased monomer

release [48].

Alternate monomers: biocompatibility: New monomers might introduce unexplored
tissue reactions or sensitivities. Their different handling characteristics and potential
interactions with existing dental materials need consideration [50].

20. Conclusions

Though dental composites have many advantages and are the most preferred dental
material for restorations today, the monomer selection and the ratio play an important role
in the safety of the material. As free monomers have a deleterious effect on pulp, biological
considerations should be given importance. The minimal leaching of free monomers can
exhibit cytotoxic, genotoxic and estrogenic effects over a long period of time. If all protective
and preventive measures to minimize free monomer release are selected, then composite
materials may be a very safe choice as a restorative material in the oral cavity.
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